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The Box that Checks All the Boxes
The growth of big data and 5G networks has driven the need for sophisticated 
processing technology where data is gathered, often in challenging edge environments.

Our field-proven and sustainable rugged edge servers are engineered to tackle 
challenging workloads like AI, signals intelligence (SIGINT) and sensor processing and 
fusion in the most mission-critical, space-constrained environments so you can gain 
insights faster and make real-time decisions with confidence.

Long lifecycles
High performance
Environmental resilience
Compatibility with industry standards
SWaP optimization 

MODULES SYSTEMSCOMPONENTS RES RACK SERVERS COMPACT AND SMALL SERVERSHD MODULAR BLADE SERVERS

Why Mercury 
Mercury Systems has built the most trusted, 
contemporary portfolio of proven, open standard 
and open architecture subsystems, components 
and solutions purpose-built to fulfill the 
demanding system processing needs for both 
military and commercial applications. Products 
including secure embedded processing modules 
and systems, mission computers, secure and 
rugged rack servers, safety-critical avionics, RF 
components and trusted custom microelectronics 
seamlessly integrate sensor and processing 
technologies into mission-critical platforms. 

From chip scale to system scale and RF 
to digital, Mercury is the leader in making 
trusted, secure mission-critical technologies 
profoundly more accessible, safe, secure 
and affordable for our customers. 

Innovation That Matters, 
By and For People Who Matter ®

RUGGED EDGE SERVERS
Compact, rugged and power-efficient 
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FORM FACTORS

40+

SERVER DEPTH

As short as 13"

TEMPERATURE

0˚ C to +50˚ C

SHOCK

X, Y, Z axes 20 g
11 ms, 1/2-sine pulse

(3 positive, 3 negative)

VIBRATION

4 Hz to 33 Hz
Sinusoidal Sweep & Dwell

ALTITUDE

0 ft to 12,500 ft

SALT/FOG SAND/DUST WATER IMMERSION FUNGUS / HUMIDITY

A server for every edge application
Rugged servers designed to address computing, reliability, 
space and security challenges found at the tactical edge.

OPERATE AND FIT ANYWHERE

Rack servers that are certified and tested 
to MIL-STD, IEC and other environmental 
standards, fit in mobile carrying cases and 
feature innovative patented technologies that 
prevent intermittent lockup and maximize 
uptime so you can operate anywhere.

SAVE TIME AND ENSURE HIGH AVAILABILITY

A front-access BIOS battery simplifies 
maintenance and enables replacement without 
system shutdown; hot-swappable modules, drives 
and dual redundant power supplies let servers 
remain operational during upgrades and transport. 

SAFEGUARD SENSITIVE DATA AND TECHNOLOGY

Secure servers safeguard sensitive technology, 
critical intellectual property and confidential 
data deployed at the edge with trusted 
motherboards built in IPC-1791-certified 
U.S. facilities, cryptography, secure boot and 
advanced physical protection technologies.

Purpose-built to operate
and fit anywhere

mrcy.commrcy.com 3

RUGGED EDGE SERVERS
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SOLUTIONS THAT POWER ADVANCED APPLICATIONS ON MORE THAN 300 PLATFORMS AND PROGRAMS

Field-proven servers

Designed, built and tested in certified U.S. facilities
To guarantee performance, each server undergoes our in-house multi-step electrical, 
mechanical and environmental quality checks and tests including a 24-hour burn-in test.

LAND SEA AEROSPACE SUBSURFACE

Accelerate any workload
Featuring the latest data center-caliber technology, including Intel® 
processors, NVIDIA GPUs and Ethernet networking, our servers 
accelerate your unique workload wherever it may be.

▪ 2nd/3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable
processors | 32 cores 

▪ Up to 10 double-wide NVIDIA® A100 GPUs

▪ Flexible I/O | up to 13 PCIe slots 

▪ Up to 512 TB storage | 200 GbE networking 

PROTECTED DESIGNS 

▪ CMMI Level 3

▪ DFARS 252.204-7012/
NIST SP 800-171A

MANUFACTURED WITH
SUPPLY CHAIN INTEGRITY 
▪ AS9100, AS5553,

ISO9001 facilities

▪ IPC-1791 Secure Facilities
(BuiltSECURE)

BuiltSECURE™

MADE IN USA

Applications
▪ 5G-Based Workloads

▪ Artificial Intelligence (AI)

▪ Big Data Analytics

▪ Communications

▪ Data Management

▪ Electronic Warfare (EW)

▪ Image Processing

▪ Security

▪ Sensor Fusion

▪ Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)

▪ Surveillance

▪ Virtualization

RUGGED EDGE SERVERS
Compact, rugged and power-efficient 
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Optimize your workload with a rack server
RES and HD rack servers can be fine-tuned to your specific edge application needs. 

SERVER SPECS RES RACK HD BLADE

Depths 13"–22" 20"

Form Factor Options 1U, 1.5U, 2U, 3U, 4U 2U, 3U, 4U portable

Cores/U 72 cores 88 cores

Double-Wide GPUs/U 2.5 1

Networking 200 GbE 100 GbE

Storage/U 246 TB 246 TB

Redundant Power x x

Front-Access BIOS Battery x

Swappable Modules x

BuiltSECURE™ Option x

Rugged Transit Case Option x x

For operations on the move
Portable and lightweight servers purpose-built to operate anywhere and everywhere.

COMPACT AND SMALL SERVERS

Depths 8.5"–20.7"

Weight 9 lb–18 lb

Form Factor Options ~2.5U, 4U, 6U

Storage Up to 300 TB

3U RUGGED
BLADE CHASSIS

2U RUGGED
BLADE CHASSIS

HDSLIM
BLADE CHASSIS

COMPUTE
STORAGE

COMPUTE
STORAGE

COMPUTE
STORAGE

COMPUTE
STORAGE

COMPUTE
STORAGE

COMPUTE
STORAGE

COMPUTE
STORAGE

COMPUTE
STORAGE

COMPUTE
STORAGE

RES RACK SERVERS
Flexible 1U-4U RES rack servers 
feature numerous expansion 
options and the latest data 
center-caliber technologies. 

HD MODULAR BLADE SERVERS
Numerous chassis options and
interchangeable “plug-and-pull” 
blades, purpose-built for evolving 
workloads that deliver cost savings.

▪ FAA-compliant UPS power 
case/rugged transit case

▪ Redundant power

▪ Modular blade infrastructure

▪ Fits in airline overhead bin

Capability highlights 

RUGGED AND QUIET 
▪ Board shock/vibration dampeners 

▪ Optimized airflow architecture 

▪ Advanced thermal and 
mechanical design

▪ Hot-swappable redundant
power (AC/DC) 

▪ Remote noise level control

▪ Optional dust cover

STRENGTHEN CYBERSECURITY 
▪ Cryptography, secure boot and 

advanced physical protection

▪ IPC-1791 secure manufacturing 
with supply chain integrity

FIT ANYWHERE 
▪ Form factors as short as 13"

▪ Mobile carrying case options 

▪ Lightweight, reinforced chassis

STREAMLINE MAINTENANCE 
▪ Front-access replaceable

BIOS battery

▪ Hot-swappable modules, drives
and dual redundant power

CAPTURE STORE AND
PROTECT DATA
▪ Front-access, hot-swappable drives

▪ 7 mm or 15 mm 2.5" SSDs

▪ EDSFF NVMe E1.L SSDs 

▪ Secure FIPS 140-2, 
NIAP-certified storage options

▪ Drive lock options 

▪ Drive read/write switch option

RES SECURE 
BOOT SERVER

BUILD A SERVER CLUSTER

HD BLADE SERVERS

RUGGED EDGE SERVERS
Compact, rugged and power-efficient 
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Solve your mission-critical challenges
We work closely with customers to ensure each server or server stack maximizes 
efficiency, minimizes latency and builds in the redundancy and security you need
so you can do more in the field with greater peace of mind.

Features dual 3rd generation Intel ® 
Xeon® Scalable processors, up to 8 
E1.L SSDs (256 TB NVMe storage) and 
comes with a lifetime warranty. 

Features a U.S.-designed and manufactured 
motherboard, and built-in security 
features including cryptography, secure 
boot and advanced physical protection.  

Fits up to four capability-dense ”plug-
and-pull” blades with over eight types of 
blades to choose from, including compute, 
storage, expansion and networking.

Data center in a briefcase that can operate 
on almost any power source. An optional 
FAA-compliant UPS power case provides 
over 100 minutes of autonomous operation.

Features dual Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
processors, five double-wide NVIDIA GPUs, 
4 TB DDR4 ECC memory and 240 TB of 
storage in a compact 38 lb form factor.

Small enough to fit in an airline overhead bin, 
fits four server-class blades, redundant AC/
DC power and rugged transit case options.  

COTS TECHNOLOGY
Rapid and affordable adoption of leading commercial 
technologies to deliver cutting-edge performance 

ENHANCED RELIABILITY
Proven performance and availability in 
the most stringent environments 

SIZE, WEIGHT AND POWER (SWAP)
Specialty packaging designed to meet 
systems engineering constraints at the edge 

COMPOSABILITY
Built-in composability to give you what you 
want in a more cost-effective purchase 

SECURITY
Security that can be integrated as the threat dictates 
with “built-in” not “bolted-on” secure solutions

LIFECYCLE OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT
After-sale support for obsolescence management at 
product EOL for current and future deployments

Benefits
SIMPLIFIED LOGISTICS AND UPGRADES
Modular systems that relieve the challenges and
costs associated with logistics and upgrades

INTEROPERABILITY
Seamless integration of applications 
and software across multiple platforms

EXTENSIVE CUSTOMER MARKET EXPERIENCE
Over three decades of experience in delivering 
reliable solutions best suited to customer needs 

QUICK TURNAROUND
Dedicated technical support and faster or equal lead 
times comparable to other well-known competitors

BUILT TO SPECIFICATION
Systems that meet military, 
IEC and TEMPEST reliability requirements

MODIFIED EXPERTISE
Unique customer design expertise with
patented technologies and enhancements

RES 2U, 20", RIO TRUSTED AND 
SECURE RACK SERVER 

RES XR7 1U, 22", RIO RACK SERVER
(RESX07-1U22RB)

Featured products
Lightweight and power-efficient servers feature the latest data center-
caliber technologies to tackle the most challenging workloads. We partner 
with industry technology leaders like Intel and NVIDIA to ensure your server 
solutions keep pace with the demands of evolving workloads by including the 
latest commercial technologies. Let us architect your solution.

RES 3U, 20", RIO MULTI-GPU
RACK SERVER

HDSLIM PORTABLE MODULAR 
BLADE SERVER

RES HD 2U, 20", RIO/FIO
MODULAR BLADE SERVER 

RESMINI XR6 COMPACT
AND SMALL SERVER

RUGGED EDGE SERVERS
Compact, rugged and power-efficient 
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Contact us to learn more about how our rugged edge 
servers can solve your mission-critical challenges. 

Ask a question: mrcy.com/contactus

Learn more: mrcy.com/servers

mrcy.com

Trusted Partners

About Mercury 
Mercury Systems is a global commercial technology company serving the aerospace and defense 
industry. Headquartered in Andover, MA, the company envisions, creates and delivers secure 
open architecture solutions powering a broad range of mission-critical applications in the most 
challenging and demanding environments. Inspired by its purpose of delivering Innovation that Matters, 
By and For People Who Matter, Mercury helps make the world a safer, more secure place for all.

RUGGED EDGE SERVERS
Compact, rugged and power-efficient 
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